
Rustic Hardware

Exclusively from Hurd, distressed hardware custom 
designed to complement our products perfectly.



Introducing new, old world hardware; 
delightfully dinged, dated & distressed.
       How can something so brand spanking new look so old? How can lines this classic 
create a look that’s authentically old world but also contemporary?
       Introducing Hurd Rustic Hardware. Built by Truth® and available on Hurd windows 
and doors, this handsome new line offers authentic distressed appeal, combined with all 
of today’s solid security technology. 
       Hurd Rustic Hardware was created as a complete family—with each angle, every 
curve and even those natural-looking distress marks patiently and intentionally designed 
to achieve artistic perfection. While these new products look great in our photographs, 
they “feel” even better. Once you’ve handled our beefy Rustic Hardware, you’ll know for 
certain that we’ve created the ideal complement to our custom windows.
       Our new Rustic Hardware is available in light or dark bronze on our aluminum clad 
wood and all-wood lines. It’s interchangeable with our current standard hardware line, 
except on our double hung windows.

Two color options: Light Bronze and Dark Bronze.

An option that actually 
saves you money.

       When you upgrade to our Rustic 
Hardware as a part of your window 
package from Hurd, you’ll find that it’s 
actually priced lower than what you’d 
pay for comparable products from a 
hardware company. 

Casement/Awning Double Hung

Sliding Patio Door

Swinging Patio Door

Optional Sash Lifts
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      We think of it as a journey. It’s something we strive for every day in every product 
we make. And even though we may never achieve absolute perfection, the quest for it 
has given our Hurd family a tremendous amount of pride and satisfaction. We think 
you’ll sense it in the beauty and performance of Hurd windows and doors.

What is perfection? 


